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What’s to come

• What does the INSPIRE legislation 

say about data and service 

sharing?

• ‘Measures’

• Measuring measures

• Examples of measures 

(with possible measures!)

• Conclusions



Article 17

It covers:

• Obligation to put measures in 

place to allow sharing data

• Limitation on restrictions

• National limitations allowed

• Obligations to allow others to 

join

• Licensing and charging

• Regulation to cover access by 

Community institutions

Today



Technical 

Documents

Sharing 

Documents

The balance of effort to date

Technical Documents

3 Regulations

15 Guidance documents

7 Framework documents

Many supporting documents

3000 pages

Sharing Documents

1 Regulation

2 Guidance documents

100 pages



What do we mean by ‘sharing’?

Using protected 

data?

Using the same 

resources?

Sharing

Business 

relationships?



What does the Directive say?

The Member State must put in place ‘measures’ which

1. must enable public authorities to gain access to the 
datasets and services, 

2. must enable public authorities to exchange and use 
them to deliver their public environmental tasks

3. must not create practical obstacles at the point of use

4. must respect the public authorities’ self-financing 
requirements 

5. must be open to public authorities of other Member 
States

6. must be open to bodies established by international 
agreements to which  the Community and Member 
States are parties

7. may have charges but they must be fully compatible 
with the general aim of facilitating sharing

8. may have charges but they must be the minimum 
required to ensure the necessary  quality and supply, 
together with reasonable ROI,

9. may be accompanied by conditions on their use set by 
national law

10. may be limited for reasons of justice, public security, 
national defence or international relations.

“We have strict 

statutes and 

most biting 

laws.”

Duke Vincentio in Measure for Measure 

by William Shakespeare 



What is a ‘measure’?

7 meanings in Merriam Webster 

online dictionary

The Directive uses one:

‘a step planned or taken as a 

means to an end’

The Monitoring and Reporting 

documents use another:

‘a basis or standard of comparison’
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Can we measure these measures?

From the Monitoring Indicators – Guidelines Document

Data sharing arrangements

“... It has not been possible to derive adequate indicators to monitor data 

sharing – the subject does not lend itself to quantitative methods in a way that 

would provide meaningful output with reasonable efforts.” 

“Member States are required to provide an “overview” of data sharing 

arrangements A – but Member States are encouraged to provide sufficient 

description to enable readers to understand the main type or types of 

agreements that are used – both for sharing of data between public bodies in 

the Member State and between those public bodies and the institutions of the 

EU.”



Amust enable public authorities to gain access to 

the datasets and services, 

?How clear is it?

� Relatively clear

?What does it mean?

� Can a public authority get 

access (physical and legal)

?Can it be measured or 

monitored?

� To an extent, yes



Amust enable public authorities to exchange and 

use them to deliver their public environmental 

tasks

?How clear is it?

� What constitutes a public 

environmental task is not 

often defined

?What does it mean?

� Can a public authority 

exchange and use data and 

services to do these tasks

?Can it be measured or 

monitored?

� Exchange and use, yes



Amust not create practical obstacles at the point of 

use

?How clear is it?

� Not very – practical 

obstacle is unclear

?What does it mean?

� Does anything stop an 

employee of a public 

authority using data or 

services to do their job

?Can it be measured or 

monitored?

� Possibly by exception?



Amust respect the public authorities’ self-financing 

requirements 

?How clear is it?

� Relatively clear

?What does it mean?

� If a public authority must 

finance itself it may make 

charges

?Can it be measured or 

monitored?

� Yes



Amust be open to public authorities of other 

Member States

? How clear is it?

� Does ‘open’ mean can join in, 

or just get same terms?

? What does it mean?

� A public authority from 

another MS must be able to 

benefit from the same 

measures as one in the MS

? Can it be measured or 

monitored?

� To a degree, from policy or by 

testing?



Amust be open to bodies established by 

international agreements to which  the 

Community and Member States are parties

? How clear is it?

� Scope of these bodies not 
immediately clear. Does international 
mean global or more than one 
country? Must all MS be parties?

? What does it mean?

� These bodies must be able to benefit 
from the same measures as public 
authorities in the MS

? Can it be measured or monitored?

� To a degree, from policy or by 
testing?



Amay have charges but they must be fully 

compatible with the general aim of facilitating 

sharing

? How clear is it?

� Not at all clear

? What does it mean?

� No idea!

? Can it be measured or 

monitored?

� By exception only?



Amay have charges but they must be the minimum 

required to ensure the necessary  quality and 

supply, together with reasonable ROI,

? How clear is it?

� Depends on how the 
accounting works

? What does it mean?

� Fair charges reflecting what 
the provider needs to be 
sustainable

? Can it be measured or 
monitored?

� Probably, from financial 
reports



Amay be accompanied by conditions on their use 

set by national law

? How clear is it?

� Clear in what it says but the 

implications are unclear

? What does it mean?

� Allows national law 

restrictions to be respected

? Can it be measured or 

monitored?

� To a degree



Amay be limited for reasons of justice, public 

security, national defence or international 

relations.

? How clear is it?

� Relatively clear

? What does it mean?

� There are situations in which 

sharing can be limited

? Can it be measured or monitored?

� Unlikely due to lack of information 

for reasons of justice, public 

security, national defence or 

international relations!



Can measures measure up?

• Many aspects are not 

completely clear, or measurable

• However, can use as a

• Checklist when assessing 

measures to prompt 

consideration of the issues

• Balanced scorecard 

approach?



One Scotland Mapping Agreement (Public Body Licence)

Criteria

Enables access to public authorities?

Enable environmental public tasks?

No practical obstacles at point of use?

Respects self-financing requirements?

Open to other MS authorities? Through licence

Open to international bodies? Through licence

Charges compatible with sharing?

Minimum charges for quality and ROI?

Use conditions set by national law? None

Limits for security etc.? None



Northern Ireland Mapping Agreement

Criteria

Enables access to public authorities?

Enable environmental public tasks?

No practical obstacles at point of use?

Respects self-financing requirements?

Open to other MS authorities? Not at present

Open to international bodies? Not at present

Charges compatible with sharing?

Minimum charges for quality and ROI?

Use conditions set by national law? None

Limits for security etc.? None



NERC Data Policy

Criteria

Enables access to public authorities?

Enable environmental public tasks? Not explicitly

No practical obstacles at point of use?

Respects self-financing requirements?

Open to other MS authorities? No

Open to international bodies? No

Charges compatible with sharing?

Minimum charges for quality and ROI?

Use conditions set by national law? Some set

Limits for security etc.? None



Finnish Municipality Agreement

Criteria

Enables access to public authorities?

Enable environmental public tasks?

No practical obstacles at point of use?

Respects self-financing requirements?

Open to other MS authorities?

Open to international bodies?

Charges compatible with sharing?

Minimum charges for quality and ROI?

Use conditions set by national law? None

Limits for security etc.? Some set



Norway Digital

Criteria

Enables access to public authorities?

Enable environmental public tasks?

No practical obstacles at point of use?

Respects self-financing requirements?

Open to other MS authorities? Alternative offered

Open to international bodies? Alternative offered

Charges compatible with sharing?

Minimum charges for quality and ROI?

Use conditions set by national law? Some set

Limits for security etc.? Some set



Conclusions

• The English language can be ambiguous!

• Interpretation of the legislation is required

• There are no measures for measures,

A but there are ways of determining whether they could be considered 

compliant

• The 10 point checklist could act as a balanced scorecard to assist Commission 

and Member States

• My small survey indicates several apparently compliant measures





and finally A



Thank you!
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